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Sample Program Progression
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 Book 1 consists of six substeps.  If just beginning with Wilson, students begin at substep 1.3 at most (1.1 and 1.2 help master 
consonant and vowel sounds if needed).  Therefore, the quickest possible progression through Book 1 would require 12 lessons.

There is no doubt about it! The Wilson System takes time and dedication! However, if clients receive services on a regular schedule 
(minimum 2 lessons per week), skills are rarely lost and regression is very rare.

 Block One focuses on Decoding and consists of Sound Drill (2 minutes), Concept Acquisition and Review, Irregular and Phonetic 
Word Reading, Mastery Assessment, and Reading Controlled Connected Text.

Block Two focuses on Encoding, otherwise known as spelling.  Block Two consists of Sound Drill in Reverse, Spelling Practice of 
Irregular and Phonetic Words, Mastery Demonstration of Spelling, Marking, Letter/Sound Association, and Sentence Writing.

Each 90 minute individualized session is broken into 10 parts and focuses on three blocks of learning.  

Block Three focuses on Reading Fluency and Reading Comprehension.

The Wilson Language System is a Structured Literacy Program that has been proven to work for over 30 years.  The Science of 
Reading recognizes Wilson as a program with intense, individualized instruction that works to improve decoding, reading flueny, 
spelling, and reading comprehension.   

The program is built in a progression from most to least commony used syllable types in the English language.  Learners spend the 
first 3 books (out of 12) mastering the closed syllable.  The remaining books teach the vowel-consonant-e, open, r-controlled, final 
stable, and vowel team syllable types.   

Word Element instruction is woven throughout the program.  This breaks down common Latin and Greek prefixes, bases, and 
suffixes that assist in comprehension of word meaning. 

Books are divided into "substeps" and each learner progresses through the substeps at a pace that is comfortable without feeling 
overwhelmed.  Each substep consists of a minimum of three lessons (introductory, accuracy, mastery) but some require many more 
depending on the amount of content to be covered and the client's independent accuracy rates. 


